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tourism in different parts of the world over time,

Where to Ski and Snowboard Chris Gill 2004-09 A

and the recent structural changes affecting this

guide to ski resorts and skiing for the novice or

segment as a result of new market patterns."

professional, this guide provides all the information
you need to choose a resort, including clear plans of

Backpacker 2001-03 Backpacker brings the outdoors

the pistes.

straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and
enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature

Taking Responsibility for Tourism Harold Goodwin

more often. The authority on active adventure,

2011 Taking Responsibility for Tourism is about the

Backpacker is the world's first GPS-enabled

globally vital necessity of realising sustainable

magazine, and the only magazine whose editors

tourism. It is a hugely important challenge to those

personally test the hiking trails, camping gear, and

who organise and sell travel and tourism, and those

survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors'

who consume it.

Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing
design, feature and product innovation, has become

Sustainable Mountain Tourism 2018 Recognizing

the gold standard against which all other outdoor-

the potential of mountain tourism for driving the

industry awards are measured.

socioeconomic growth and development of local
communities, this publication presents a summary

Fodor's Vancouver & Victoria Fodor's Travel

of the information generated at UNWTO's

Guides 2017-06-20 Written by locals, Fodor's travel

mountain tourism events (i.e. World Congress on

guides have been offering expert advice for all

Snow and Mountain and Euro-Asian Mountain

tastes and budgets for more than 80 years.

Tourism Conference), including a systematic

Vancouver has a bit of everything, and it's all top-

definition of mountain tourism. In addition, it gives

notch: fantastic food, excellent local wine, stylish

an overview of the development of mountain

shopping opportunities, boutique hotels, friendly
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people, world-class skiing in nearby Whistler (site

environmental change, as well as government and

of the 2010 winter Olympics), and gorgeous terrain

industry willingness to meet the challenges posed

for hiking, biking, boating, and beach-going. Fodor's

by it. Divided into four main sections, it

Vancouver & Victoria is the guide to help you plan

investigates: the tourism and global environmental

your time from the slopes to the surf and

change relationship in specific environments global

everything in between. This travel guide includes:

issues related to environmental change differing

· Dozens of full-color maps · Hundreds of hotel and

perceptions of global environmental change held by

restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's Choice

tourists and the tourist industry. Comprehensive in

designating our top picks · Multiple itineraries to

scope, topical and integrative, this key text is

explore the top attractions and what’s off the beaten

essential reading for students, scholars and

path · Coverage of Vancouver, Vancouver Island,

researchers in all aspects of tourism, geography and

Victoria, Whistler, and The Okanagan Valley

environmental studies.

Planning to visit more of the Pacific Northwest?
Check out Fodor's Pacific Northwest travel guide

Landscapes of Alaska Howel Williams 1958

with Oregon, Washington & Vancouver.
The Red Circle Brandon Webb 2012-04-10 The Red
Backpacker 2001-03 Backpacker brings the outdoors

Circle: My Life in the Navy SEAL Sniper Corps

straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and

and How I Trained America's Deadliest Marksmen

enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature

Now including an excerpt from The Killing School:

more often. The authority on active adventure,

Inside the World's Deadliest Sniper Program

Backpacker is the world's first GPS-enabled

BEFORE HE COULD FORGE A BAND OF ELITE

magazine, and the only magazine whose editors

WARRIORS... HE HAD TO BECOME ONE

personally test the hiking trails, camping gear, and

HIMSELF. Brandon Webb's experiences in the

survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors'

world's most elite sniper corps are the stuff of

Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing

legend. From his grueling years of training in

design, feature and product innovation, has become

Naval Special Operations to his combat tours in the

the gold standard against which all other outdoor-

Persian Gulf and Afghanistan, The Red Circle

industry awards are measured.

provides a rare and riveting look at the inner
workings of the U.S. military through the eyes of a

Air Transport and Tourism Thomas Bieger 2002

covert operations specialist. Yet it is Webb's
distinguished second career as a lead instructor for

Tourism and Global Environmental Change Stefan

the shadowy "sniper cell" and Course Manager of

Gössling 2006-06-07 This fascinating book is the first

the Navy SEAL Sniper Program that trained some

comprehensive analysis of the economic, social and

of America's finest and deadliest warriors-including

political interrelationships between tourism and

Marcus Luttrell and Chris Kyle-that makes his story

global environmental change: one of the most

so compelling. Luttrell credits Webb's training with

significant issues facing humankind today. Its

his own survival during the ill-fated 2005 Operation

contributors argue that the impacts of these changes

Redwing in Afghanistan. Kyle went on to become

are potentially extremely serious both for the

the U.S. military's top marksman, with more than

tourism industry, and for the communities

150 confirmed kills. From a candid chronicle of his

dependent upon it. Integrating knowledge from the

student days, going through the sniper course

social and physical sciences, this significant book

himself, to his hair-raising close calls with Taliban

explores they key issues surrounding global

and al Qaeda forces in the northern Afghanistan
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wilderness, to his vivid account of designing new

migration. The book has a subject index.

sniper standards and training some of the most
accomplished snipers of the twenty-first century,

Making Meaning Out of Mountains Mark C. J.

Webb provides a rare look at the making of the

Stoddart 2012 Mountains bear the imprint of human

Special Operations warriors who are at the forefront

activity. Scars from logging andsurface mining sit

of today's military. Explosive, revealing, and

alongside national parks and ski lodges. Althoughthe

intelligent, The Red Circle provides a uniquely

environmental effects of extractive industries are

personal glimpse into one of the most challenging

well known, skiing is more likely to bring to mind

and secretive military training courses in the world.

images of luxury, wealth, andhealth. Drawing on
interviews, field observations, and media analysis,

Vancouver Trail Running Rich Wheater

Stoddart reveals the multiple, often conflicting

2011-04-01 This book is a guide to 44 trail running

meanings attached toskiing by skiers, mass media,

routes in Vancouver, Burnaby, Port Moody, and on

First Nations, industry leaders,

the North Shore, areas with ideal terrain for off-

andenvironmentalists in British Columbia. Stoddart

road running. The routes range from beginner jogs

challenges us toreflect on skiing's negative effects as

on flat, manicured paths to challenging mountain

he exposes how certaingroups came to be viewed as

routes that take runners into lush and wild terrain.

the "natural" inhabitants andlegitimate managers of

Most of the routes travel through a rainforest

mountain environments.

brimming with second-growth cedar, Douglas fir,
and western hemlock trees. Several of the runs

The Story of Modern Skiing John Fry 2006 Fry

follow scenic seaside routes. The book includes 100

writes authoritatively of alpine skiing in North

colour photographs.

America and Europe, of Nordic skiing and of newer
variations in the sport: freestyle skiing,

The Amenity Migrants Laurence A. G. Moss 2006

snowboarding and extreme skiing.

This book describes and analyses the challenges and
opportunities of amenity migration to mountain

Ski 1994-12

areas and its management, and offers related
recommendations. The book's chapters cover the

125 Nature Hot Spots in Alberta Leigh McAdam

subject through case studies at international,

2018-04-24 "This guidebook explores the natural

regional and local levels, along with overarching

splendour and diversity of Alberta by selecting 125

themes such as environmental sustainability and

important places that are especially significant.

equity, mountain recreation users, housing, and

Organized into four regions, each hot spot entry

spiritual motivation. Crucial issues addressed are the

includes a descriptive destination profile, color

relationship of amenity migration to tourism and

photographs and a sidebar of at-a-glance information

migration motivated by economic gain. Part I

about special features and the location of the entry."-

(chapters 1-3) describes and analyses key aspects of

-Provided by publisher.

the amenity migration phenomenon that arch across
specific place experiences, while chapters 4-20 are

Fresh Seeing Emily Carr 2021-08-31 "Fresh Seeing"

organized geographically, covering amenity

by Emily Carr. Published by Good Press. Good Press

migration in the Americas (part II), in Europe (part

publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses

III), and in the Asia Pacific region (part IV). Chapter

every genre. From well-known classics & literary

21 concludes by bringing all the information

fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet

together and focusing on the future of amenity-led

undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue
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the books that need to be read. Each Good Press

describes how to systematically develop sporting

edition has been meticulously edited and formatted

excellence and increase active participation in local,

to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our

regional, and national sport organizations. This

goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and

resource describes the long-term athlete

accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital

development (LTAD) model, an approach to

format.

athlete-centered sport that combines skill
instruction with long-term planning and an

Resorts Robert Christie Mill 2007-09-28 Effectively

understanding of human development. By learning

Develop and Manage a Resort Property-Revised

about LTAD, sport administrators and coaches will

and Updated In recent years, the definition of

gain the knowledge and tools to enhance

"resort" has expanded to include any facility that

participation and improve performance and growth

provides recreation and entertainment in

of athletes. This text offers the first in-depth and

combination with lodging. Revised and updated for

practical explanation of the LTAD model. Long-

these changes, Resorts: Management and Operation,

Term Athlete Development integrates current

Second Edition covers both new trends, like the

research on talent development and assessment into

increasing popularity of timeshares and cruise ships,

practice to help sport leaders plan athletic

and tried-and-true businesses like ski areas, golf

development across the life span or design detailed

resorts, spas, and casinos. The book provides a

programs for a particular group, including those

comprehensive look at how today's industry

with physical and cognitive disabilities. Authors

classifies, develops, markets, and manages these

Balyi, Way, and Higgs—pioneers and veteran

various properties. In addition to covering new

LTAD facilitators—critique current talent

growth areas in the resort field, this Second Edition

development models, discuss the limitations of the

also features a wide range of resources for learning,

LTAD model, and demonstrate the benefits of

including: * New chapters on cruise ships, specialty

LTAD as a new approach. By integrating

resorts, and casinos, highlighting the newest trends

knowledge of these models, readers are able to

in the industry * New resort case studies in each

analyze their own programs and take steps to

chapter * Expanded coverage on spas, pools, and

improve sport and coaching philosophies and reach

indoor waterparks * Quick Getaway sidebars,

adherence and performance goals. Explanations and

showing practical examples and applications of

visuals of concepts help readers understand the state

theories discussed in the book * Updated statistics

of knowledge in talent identification and long-term

throughout the text that reflect the latest industry

athlete development. Chapter-opening vignettes

information * Enhanced discussions of the

offer examples of how the LTAD model can be used

importance of developing facilities from an

to alleviate common issues. Listings at the end of

environmentally conscious and business-smart

each chapter offer sources for further study, and

perspective so that the integrity of the natural base

reflection questions guide readers in applying the

is maintained Students on their way to a career in

content. The text offers a logical presentation of

resorts, as well as professionals seeking to update or

current research: • Key factors that guide and shape

improve their understanding of the business, will

the LTAD model, such as physical literacy, the

find Resorts: Management and Operation, Second

differences between early- and late-specialization

Edition the key to success in this exciting industry.

sports, and variations in trainability across the life
span • Information on the time needed to develop

Long-Term Athlete Development Istvan Balyi

excellence in sport and how periodization of

2013-09-04 Long-Term Athlete Development

training is related to the developmental stage of the
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athlete • The seven stages of LTAD, from

the wilderness adventurer. Selected to highlight

development of fundamental movement skills to

areas of outstanding natural beauty in warm

training for elite competition and the transition to

weather or winter ice and snow, these adventures

lifelong physical activity • Considerations in the

are designed to be experienced while hiking,

development of optimal programs for participants

climbing, paddling, rafting, biking, skating or cross-

passing through each of the seven stages Long-

country skiing. What better way to experience the

Term Athlete Development is an essential guide to

Canadian landscape than by travelling through

improving the quality of sport, developing high-

spectacular mountain and coastal scenery under

performance athletes, and creating healthy, active

your own steam? This book shows Canadians and

citizens. It offers parents, coaches, and sport

wilderness enthusiasts all over the world what

administrators a deeper understanding of the LTAD

treasures can be found in Canada's great outdoors.

model, helping them create an enjoyable,
developmentally appropriate environment for both

Tourism and Climate Change Susanne Becken

competitive athletes and enthusiastic participants.

2007-08-17 This book discusses the tourism-climate
system and provides a sound basis for those

Ski 1995-01

interested in tourism management and climate
change mitigation, adaptation and policy. In the first

Ski 1995-11

three chapters, the book provides a general
overview of the relationships between tourism and

Strategic Play Senior Lecturer in Philosophy Denise

climate change and illustrates the complexity in

Meyerson 2015-07-31

four case studies that are relevant to the wide
audience of tourism stakeholders. In the following

Discover Canada Leigh McAdam 2014-11-15

seven chapters detailed discussion of the tourism

Outdoorswoman Leigh McAdam has been to 54

and climate systems, greenhouse gas accounting for

countries on every continent except Antarctica. Her

tourism, mitigation, climate risk management and

popular outdoor blog hikebiketravel.com, which

comprehensive tourism-climate policies are

attracts a large following of kindred spirits, vicarious

provided. This book compiles and critically analyses

travellers and, increasingly, admirers of her fine

the latest knowledge in this field of research and

photographic skills, receives almost 50,000 page

seeks to make it accessible to tourism practitioners

views per month. Now in "Discover Canada" 100

and other stakeholders involved in tourism or

adventures selected from the author's vast

climate change.

experience of year-round, outdoor experiences are
presented with detailed maps and McAdam's

Skiing Around the World Jimmy Petterson

stunning photographs. Writing as she travels --

2006-11-01 "Let me take you to the slopes you

with good humour, wisdom and verve, McAdam

always dreamed of skiing or to exotic destinations

guides readers to spectacular wilderness locations as

where you didn't know skiing even existed. More

well as sites of historical interest. A hundred

than a ski book, this is a travelogue depicting the

adventures in all ten provinces and three territories

skiing culture and character of 47 fascinating

are rated for difficulty and come with information

countries." Taken from back cover.

on getting there, the length of the trip and
estimated time to accomplish it. Valuable

Kid Tribe Joaritza Noriega 2021-01-08

preparedness tips, adventure highlights and
interesting facts round out this essential guide for
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thirst-quenching guide to B.C.'s craft brewers and

chronicles the rich history of these sports and the

their beers from the province's favourite beer

people who have mastered them, including

writer. Canada's microbrewing movement began in

Tommy Moe, Jonny Moseley, Billy Kidd, and Greg

British Columbia with the founding of Horseshoe

Harms. Above all, Santella provides readers with

Bay Brewing in 1982. Three decades later, B.C. is

the gorgeous scenery, the glamorous ambiance, and

home to more than fifty breweries, including a

the always thrilling experience of visiting

dozen brewpubs. Beer tourists are coming in

mountains from the Alps to the Rockies, whether

droves, and private liquor stores are selling

it’s après-ski in Cortina or helicopter rides into

exclusive bottles of beer at prices previously

virgin Alaskan powder. Praise for Fifty Places to

reserved only for fine wine. With profiles of each

Ski and Snowboard Before You Die “Even the

of B.C.'s craft breweries, as well as maps, tasting

reader who gets no farther than the couch can feel

tours and an insider's look at the people behind the

transported to the snow-covered peaks, mogul

kegs and casks, Craft Beer Revolution is the

fields, and sparkling expanses sculpted by the book’s

definitive guide to British Columbia's booming craft

avalanche of quirky nuggets, insider tips, and

beer scene, from the movement's early founders

historical perspectives . . . After writing nine other

still thriving today-Spinnakers, Granville Island and

Fifty Places guides, author Chris Santella has the

Vancouver Island-to the current industry leaders-

drill down.” —Reuters.com “Whether you’re an

Central City, Howe Sound and Driftwood-as well as

expert looking to hit the double diamond moguls or

the most remote-Tofino Brewing, Townsite in

a beginner who wants a gentle slope just in case

Powell River, and Plan B in Smithers. Each

stopping is an issue, these spots have a little

brewery has a tale to tell, and Joe Wiebe, the

something for everyone.” —The Daily Beast “For

Thirsty Writer, has heard them all. B.C.'s leading

powderhounds, Fifty Places to Ski & Snowboard

beer writer, he has spent the last decade travelling

Before You Die by Chris Santella ($25) looks at

throughout the province, sampling craft beer

snow sports destinations around the world.”

wherever he can find it. His irreverent guide will

—Associated Press

be an indispensable companion for beer nerd and
novice alike.

Snow Country 1993-09 In the 87 issues of Snow
Country published between 1988 and 1999, the

Missing 411 Canada David Paulides 2019-10-17

reader can find the defining coverage of mountain
resorts, ski technique and equipment, racing, cross-

Ski 2001-05

country touring, and the growing sport of
snowboarding during a period of radical change.

Fifty Places to Ski and Snowboard Before You Die

The award-winning magazine of mountain sports

Chris Santella 2013-10-15 Fifty Places to Ski and

and living tracks the environmental impact of ski

Snowboard Before You Die—the 10th book in the

area development, and people moving to the

popular Fifty Places series—takes readers to some of

mountains to work and live.

the world’s most inspiring skiing/snowboarding
destinations: the Chugach Mountains (Alaska);

Tourism, Recreation, and Sustainability Stephen F.

Aspen, Crested Butte, and Steamboat Springs

McCool 2008 Sustainable development is the single

(Colorado); Tuckerman Ravine (New Hampshire);

most important consideration for those working in

Rusutsu (Japan); Chamonix (France); Portillo

the tourism industry. Presenting a discussion by

(Chile); and Whistler Blackcomb (British Columbia).

leading contributors on the impacts of tourism on

Based on interviews with leading experts, the book

local culture and the environment, this new edition
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moves forward the debates in sustainable tourism,

that examines global economic developments and

covering new locations, concepts and perspectives,

prospects, with a special focus on emerging markets

and new case studies providing a global outlook for

and developing countries, on a semiannual basis (in

a universal issue. --From publisher's description.

January and June). The January edition includes
in-depth analyses of topical policy challenges faced

Skiing 1995-11

by developing countries while the June edition
contains shorter analytical pieces."--Back cover.

Tourism, Power And Space Andrew Church 2007
Exploring the connections and complexities of the

Climate Change and Tourism World Tourism

relationships between power, tourism and leisure,

Organization 2008 This publication contains the key

this volume combines theoretical and empirical

proceedings and technical report of the Second

writings to illustrate the extent to which power

International Conference on Climate Change and

impacts on tourism and leisure.

Tourism, held in Davos, Switzerland, 1-3 October
2007. The Davos Declaration and the summary of

Where to Ski Chris Gill 1995 Discusses the major ski

the conference debates demonstrate a clear

resorts in Europe and North America, and rates

commitment of the tourism sector to address climate

them according to snow conditions, scenery, charm,

change issues, and provide concrete

and nightlife

recommendations for actions. The extensive
technical report included in this publication was

Global Economic Prospects, January 2016 World

commissioned to an international team of experts by

Bank 2016-02-02 "Global growth disappointed once

the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), the

again in 2015. A further deceleration of activity in

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

key emerging and developing economies

and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).

overshadowed a modest recovery in major high-

It provides a synthesis of the state of knowledge

income countries, amid weakening commodity

about current and future likely impacts of climate

prices, global trade, and capital flows. Going

change on tourism destinations around the world,

forward, global growth should pick up at an

possible implications for tourist demand, current

appreciably slower pace than previously projected.

levels and trends in GHG emissions from the

Risks to the outlook remain markedly tilted to the

tourism sector, and an overview of policy and

downside. In addition to discussing global and

management responses adopted by the key

regional economic developments and prospects, this

stakeholder groups (international organizations,

edition of Global Economic Prospects includes a

public administrations, the tourism industry) with

comprehensive analysis of spillovers from a

respect to adaptation to and mitigation of climate

slowdown in major emerging markets to other

change. This publication is principally aimed at the

developing economies, as well as two essays on key

tourism industry and government organizations at

topical issues: the potential macroeconomic

the different levels, who will have the primary

implications of the Trans-Pacific Partnership and

responsibility of developing mitigation and

the links between exchange rate regimes and

adaptation strategies to respond to the challenges

capital controls in developing countries. It also

that global climate change will bring to the tourism

includes a special focus on mounting vulnerabilities

sector. It also constitutes an important tool for

in low-income countries before major resource

international agencies, nongovernmental

discoveries come into production. Global Economic

organizations (NGOs) and financial institutions.

Prospects is a World Bank Group Flagship Report
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Across the Olympic Mountains Robert Wood

international service industries, placing tourism in

1988-12-31 In 1889 Washington's then governor,

the context of contemporary globalization and trade-

Elisha Ferry, called on men of adventure to cross

in services. It provides new perspectives on tourism

the Olympic Mountains, a range shrouded in

as a form of international business, and the

mystery. The Seattle Press, the state's primary

implications for firms, the state and individuals. Split

newspaper, stepped up to the challenge, sponsoring

into four separate sections, with introductions

the Press Expedition. And soon departed a band of

outlining the key themes in each, it examines

men into the mountains during one of the worst

important topics such as: the role of governance and

winters in recorded history...

regulation in tourism services the effects of
increased global mobility on tourism

Ski 1998-09

entrepreneurship how tourism businesses are
becoming internationalized why other business

International Business and Tourism Tim Coles

sectors are increasingly interested in tourism. Case

2008-02-13 Whether it’s bungee jumping in

studies are used throughout to highlight important

Queenstown or visiting the Guinness factory in

issues, from developments in the aviation industry

Dublin, where we travel – and what we do when

to the rise of working holidays. This book gets to

we get there - has changed significantly in the past

the core of a crucial service industry, and is essential

twenty years. This innovative textbook explores

reading for any researcher or student of tourism or

what is possibly the most unrecognized of

international business.
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